We study the invariant subspace lattices for a one parameter family of operators {T a } a on L p (0,1), a a complex number, where
l Introduction* Not many operators have had their invariants subspace lattices completely described. To name but a few, the invariant subspace lattice for the (simple) Volterra operator on L p (0, 1) was completely determined by Donoghue [4] and a more general result by Kalisch [7] , that for the (simple) shift operator on I 2 by Beurling [1] . Further investigation of the invariant subspaces for the weighted shift operators have been made by Donoghue [4] , Korenbljum [12] , NikoPskii ([14] , [15] ) and many others.
The main object of this paper is to characterize the invariant subspace lattices for a one parameter family of operators {T a } a on L p (0, 1) (in general 1 < p < <*>, but in some cases 1 ^ p < °o) where 
xf(x)+a[f(t)dt.)
We convert the invariant subspace problem into an equivalent problem where we characterize the closed ideals of certain Silov algebras. Sarason [18] had employed this approach to characterize all the closed invariant subspaces of 2\. Our result is a generalization of his. The equivalence of the two problems is established by using analysis of Kantorovitz [10] on the functional calculus of the operators T a .
We prove that there is a complete lattice isomorphism between the closed invariant subspaces of T n (n e N, the natural numbers) and certain closed ideals of a Silov algebra & n Γ is the gamma function.
There is a complete lattice isomorphism between the closed ideals of & n and the n-tuples (JSΌ, E lf , E Λ -t ) of closed subsets of [0, 1] with E o 2 E 1 2 2 2£»_i 2 derived set of E o (Theorems 3.19 and 4.3) . Every closed ideal of & n is found to be the intersection of closed primary ideals. Several other algebras were known to have this property. Stone [21] proved it for the algebra C[0, 1], Silov [19] for C'fO, 1], Whitney [24] for C n [0, 1] , Snol [20] for some algebras lying between C[0, 1] and C'tO, 1], Osadchii [16] for the algebra of functions on the unit circle for which the nth derivatives are square summable, Daly and Downum [3] for a subalgebra of C*" 1^, 1] consisting of functions whose (n -l)th derivatives satisfy a bounded Lipschitz condition.
Similar results carry over easily to the more general parameter a, where Re a is an integer, and also the adjoints of these operators.
When Re a is not integral, the situation is more complex. It is not apparent that & af the range of J a is an algebra. Via functional calculus, we show that indeed it is, for Re a ^ 1. Moreover it can be embedded as a closed ideal of a Silov algebra with unit, & a , which is a natural generalization of & n .
As is in the case of T n9 there is a one-to-one correspondence between the closed T α -invariant subspaces and certain closed ideals of & a (and hence of &^.
We conjecture that all the closed ideals of & a (n < Re a < n + 1) are completely determined as in the case of & %f by ^-tuples of closed subsets of [0, 1] satisfying certain conditions. We have not succeeded in proving this and we hope to return to the problem on a later occasion. Kantorovitz ([10] , [11] ) showed that the operator T a has (^-functional calculus if and only if |Reα| <L n. Imitating his argument, we found that for a, β eC (the complex numbers) with Re a 1 and 0 <; Re β <ί Re α, T β has & a -t unctional calculus. Finally it should be remarked that Erdos [5] and Waterman [23] had independently found all the invariant subspaces for the operator T f on 1/(0, 1) where T f is defined as , 1] and / is a function with some suitable conditions. The particular case when f(t) = t gives T f = T_ λ . Furthermore, Waterman, in [23] , claims to have found all the closed invariant subspaces for the operators {Γ_J, n a positive integer, by using recent results on l/-approximation by splines. However, our work is conducted independently of his work which was not available to us 1 .
2* The Silov algebra ^* The range & n of the Riemann Liouville operator J n ,
where n e N, 1 ^ p < c°, is given by
Clearly ,^ is a subalgebra of the well known Banach algebra C n~ι \Q, 1], the space of all complex valued functions with (n ~ 1) continuous derivatives. But we will endow & n with its own norm. As & n has no unit, it is convenient to embed it in a larger algebra .^ with unit, namely 
Whenever there is no confusion, we abbreviate Z^^) as Z if 0 ^ i Λ -1. The following remark will be useful in establishing the uniqueness part of the main theorem. REMARK 3.3 . Let E, F be any closed subset of [0, 1] such that deriv F £ E £ F. Then F\E consists of at most countably many isolated points.
The existence of a closed ideal of & n satisfying the required properties is easily established. There is an obvious candidate.
, has all the required properties.
There are some special ideals which play an important role in the proof of uniqueness. For any w-tuple In other words, ^(F) is the smallest ideal with hull F. 9 , Z n _ x {^)) £ ^ and lastly we prove
We shall abbreviate ^T(E, E, ••-,£?) by ^£{E). Let
Proof. Clearly ^({λ}) £ ~^f ({λ}), so it suffices to show 
Thus / e ^({λ}). This completes the proof.
As a consequence, the closed primary ideals of & n are easily identified. (An ideal is primary if it is contained in a unique maximal ideal.) Indeed, they have simple structures. Proof. By Theorem 3.5, ^({λ}) £ ^ Since and ^^({λ}) has finite codimension, it follows that ^ also has finite codimension. Thus 3P Π ^ is dense in ^ since the set & of all polynomials is dense in ^n. This implies that Hull (^ Π <J") = Hull ^Λ Further-more ^ Π ^" is an ideal in & and thus is a principal ideal whose generator must be of the form (x-X) i+1 for some O^i^n -1. 
REMARK 3.11. The above result, which holds for a general Silov algebra, enables us to conclude that, in ^n, ^(F) = ^(F) for any closed F which is a finite disjoint union of points and closed intervals.
The following observation will be used.
vanish at all the α/s and δ/s. Then clearly the truncated function /Z&uiujiCa,.^] e .^Λ, where Z^ is the characteristic function on £7.
We can now describe ^(F) for any closed subset F £ [0, 1], for this general case can be reduced to the situation of Remark 3.11. 
Proof We only need to show ^έ{F) Q ^(F).
Let For any arbitrary / in any ideal ^ of ^n, the above lemma annihilate its derivative (of any order ^ n -1) at any point a e [0, 1] by the addition of some appropriate function in ^ but simultaneously leaving all the other derivatives at a undisturbed. Since Z %^{^) 2 deriv Z Q {J^), the closed sets Z ό {J?)\U must be finite for all 0 ^ j ^ w -2. Using Lemma 3.15, repeatedly if necessary, we can find Ge J^ such that the function K = f + G has the property that K {i) vanishes on , 0 ^ i <: n -1. Thus Ke^ by Corollary 3.14, and hence
The simple well behaved function given below is worth noting, for it makes the calculation on annihilation work very neatly. 
In the process of establishing ^(2£ 0 , several reductions occur but the chief and final burden is shouldered by the miniature case described in the main lemma. 
and \K-G\ Λ <ε.
Proof. We may assume K to be a real function (for otherwise we can write K as K λ + iK 2 with K l9 K 2 real). Given ε > 0, there exist a lf α 2 , , a n 6 {x^Γ such that 0 < α x < α 2 < < a n < 1, the α/s are consecutive points in {^ }Γ, and || J fiΓ (Λ) 
, [a n _ u aJ} by [α, 6] . Since iΠ^i) = K(a 2 ) = = JBΓ(α n ) = 0, there exists ί 3 e (α lf α Λ ) such that £:%) = 0,1 g j ^ n -1. 19 for some /eL p (0,l). The Main Lemma ° 3.18
= IΓ
-1)(6 -α)] 1/9 (for p > 1) . 394 BOON-HUA ONG Similarly \K^(b)\ ^ ε[(n -l)(δ -α )](-«-i+v^ 0 ^ j ^ w -2. When p = 1,
5(2δ) • • (nδ)^πjfc-
implies that φ 2 e ^£IZ\^), , Z n _ x {J^)). This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 3.20. Every closed ideal J? in & n is the intersection of closed primary ideals of & n .
Proof.
= n n
where the multiplicity of λ within the parenthesis is ί + 1. Observation 4.2. We note an interesting observation that falls out immediately of our above discussion without further effort.
Let Tf = TiTΊ 
Similarly the subcollection ^Γ is also a complete sublattice of <^\ 
Furthermore, the parameter can be allowed to be complex with integral real part. Let us first deal with the operator £7*. We shall work with 1 ^ q < °° instead of 1 < q <Ξ ©o.
Define an operator W n on L q (0, 1), which is analogous to J n , as
INVARIANT SUBSPACE LATTICES FOR A CLASS OP OPERATORS
The same argument used in §3 can be applied with slight modification and we have the following result which is analogous to 6* The case of the parameter with nonintegral real part* When the parameter has nonintegral rerl part, the functions in the range & a of J a cannot be easily identified. Using results on functional calculus, we establish that ^? α , for Re a ^ 1, is an algebra without unit, and that it can indeed be embedded as a closed ideal of a Silov algebra with unit in the same manner as have done for For n < a < n + 1, n e N, it is clear that x j g & a for j ^ n -1, but the situation of 
Proof. and for /5 > 0, J^+ir = /p/^r which implies that
In the papers of Kantorovitz [10] , [11] , it was shown that the operator T a is of class C n if and only if |Reα| ^ n. We say that T a is of class C n if there is a continuous representation τ: The ^%-functional calculus of Γ α is explicitly determined below. 
